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Introduction
At Shawcor, we naturally take a sustained long-term view. We have designed, built, protected and
managed critical energy and infrastructure assets for customers for over 50 years.
The very core of our business is to relentlessly pursue solutions based
on advanced material science and engineering and inspection technologies that assist in protecting the environment, extending asset life
and reducing the requirement for other resources.
The Company’s operating and leadership practices fully embrace ESG
(Environmental, Social and Governance) ideals and principles. Shawcor
continues to evolve as an organization to better reflect our enduring
values of Integrity, Technology and Execution and to ensure we are positioned to meet the requirements of tomorrow.
Our view of sustainability is broad and considers both enterprise and
societal ecosystem impacts. The enterprise level considers the programs, performance and metrics related to the operation of our global
business. The ecosystem level addresses the use, benefit and impact

of our products, services and solutions. As a result of our view, we believe that solutions matter. Our sustainable technologies demonstrate
Shawcor's commitment to innovate, invent and invest in research and
developments to meet the challenges of the industries and markets in
which we operate.
Our Sustainability Report is designed to reflect the SASB (Sustainability Accounting Standards Board) framework and considers multiple best practices including CCGC (Canadian Coalition of Good Governance) guidelines and CDP (Carbon Disclosure Program) reporting.
SASB elements include health, safety and environmental stewardship,
social and human capital, leadership and governance and business
model and innovation—all critical to ensuring long-term value creation
and business viability.

Design

Build

Protect

Manage

We deliver engineering and
consulting services to develop
innovative, effective and enduring
solutions

We manufacture products,
equipment and systems to meet
stringent industry standards and
customer requirements

We apply advanced materials
and formulations to substrates
to ensure performance over full
asset lifecycle

We provide complete inspection,
integrity and asset management
services to ensure integrity and
extend asset life
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Our Opportunity to Impact
We create value by working with customers on the unique challenges and opportunities associated with a developing world. Shawcor and its employees, suppliers and technology partners are committed to developing innovative, resilient and sustainable products, services and solutions that
have lasting impacts for business and society. Our opportunities are tied to four important long-term fundamentals.

Supply/Demand Imbalances in
Water, Oil, Gas & Electricity

Importance of Asset
Ownership

Energy Security &
Assurance

Focus on Greener
Alternatives

Creates the need to move energy and
water over distances to match supply
and demand. This requires developing
new sources and constructing and
maintaining critical infrastructure.

Involves owners taking a wider view
of their responsibility to manage and
optimize assets across the entire
lifecycle. This requires integrity
management and using the best
available technology for performance,
data and decision making.

Focus of nations and regions to
improve their energy security,
reliable supply and uninterrupted
access for their populations. This
requires energy and infrastructure
development.

Ensures people have access to
energy and water in a way which
protects the physical environment
and reduces overall intensity. This
requires the development of new
solutions and alternatives with a
lower carbon footprint.
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Sustainability Governance
Shawcor is committed to long-term value creation and viability as a business and its governance practices are designed to support this
objective. Sustainability practices are visible
within and integrated across the Company and
are fundamental to its success and resilience.

Board Oversight
Sustainability oversight is provided by the Board
of Directors and its committees. The goal is to
ensure that the Company and its investments
reflect long-term market fundamentals, emerging industry, business and ESG trends, public
policy and legal and regulatory requirements
while appropriately balancing risk and reinforcing the Company's core values.
A summary of the Board and its committees'
oversight of sustainability practices and factors
using the SASB framework is shown in the chart
on the right. The Board of Directors addresses
all dimensions and its committees have specific
responsibilities related to ESG.
Practices often relate to one or more sustainability dimension as in the case with quarterly
CEO reports on HSE performance, metrics and
initiatives. Each committee reports to the Board
of Directors on a quarterly basis. The chart does
not reflect the full committee mandate and various topics may be presented as conditions warrant.
The Company has completed several actions to
advance its sustainability programs. A full list of
2019 sustainability highlights can be found in
the Company's 2020 Management Proxy Circular.
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SASB Dimension

Board

Audit

Compensation
& Organizational
Development

Nominating &
Governance

Environment (E)
Social Capital (SC)
Human Capital (HC)
Business Model & Innovation (BM&I)
Leadership & Governance (L&G)

Committee
Board of Directors

Audit

Nominating & Corporate
Governance

Compensation
& Organizational
Development

Governance Process

SASB Dimension

Quarterly HSE Performance Reports, Trends & Program Updates

E/HC

Site Remediation and Decommissioning Reports

E

Product & Service Quality Updates

SC

Strategic and Business Plans, Portfolio Management (M&A)

BM&I

Research & Development, Materials Management and Processing

BM&I

Strategic Technology Development & Sustainable Innovations

BM&I

Enterprise Risk Management and Quarterly Risk Reports

L&G

Project and Approval Management

L&G

Corporate ESG Culture

L&G

Quarterly HSE Audit Reports

E/HC

Regulatory and Legal Matters

E

Information Systems, Privacy and Data Security Management

SC

Financial & Operational Risk Review & Management

BM&I

Code of Conduct and Whistleblower Reports

L&G

Management Systems and Practices

HC

Board Recruitment, Renewal & Diversity

L&G/HC

Policy Management – Codes of Conduct, Whistleblower, etc

L&G

ESG Benchmarking, Disclosure and Reporting

L&G

Board and Committee Director Evaluation/Skills Matrix

L&G

Community & Employee Engagement

SC

Succession Planning & Talent Management

HC

Labour Relations, Diversity and HR Policies

HC

Compensation and Policies

HC

Organizational Design and Capabilities

BM&I/HC

Business Profile
We are a leading energy and infrastructure technology company specializing in products, services and solutions utilized in oil and gas, water and
wastewater, fuel, transportation, and industrial applications. Our geographic, product and business diversity maximizes the value we can deliver
for our customers and diverse stakeholders.

20+

3

Countries of
Operation

Reporting
Segments

5,000+

16

Global Employees

Leading Brands

338

$1.5B

Proprietary
Formulations &
Patents

Revenue
(2019)

50+ Years as a Publicly Traded Company

Our Enduring Values

Integrity

Technology

Execution

The core of our business is environmental
protection. Furthermore, Shawcor stresses
workplace safety, an Injury and Incident Free
(IIF) culture, and the highest standards of
quality and business ethics.

The heart of our business is our depth in materials science. We draw on deep partnerships
with researchers and customers that has
resulted in 338 patents and proprietary formulations to date.

The advantage of our business is execution.
We have earned a track record of excellence
thanks to our global scale and reach, manufacturing prowess, and project management
leadership.
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Diversified Markets and Segments
Shawcor provides a broad range of products, services and solutions, which include high quality pipe coating services, onshore and offshore pipeline
corrosion and thermal protection, engineering and consulting services, state-of-the-art ultrasonic and radiographic inspection services, flexible
composite pipe, fiberglass reinforced plastic underground storage tanks, tubular management services, heat-shrinkable polymer tubing, and control and instrumentation wire and cable.
Since 2014, the Company has continued to diversify our offering. In 2019, Shawcor acquired ZCL Composites, a leader in the design and manufacture of corrosion-resistant underground storage and treatment tanks with operations in Canada, the United States and Europe. The acquisition
extends the Company’s composite product offering and provides access to new markets and opportunities in retail fuel, industrial/municipal water
and wastewater and oil and gas.
Shawcor is generally classified as an Energy Equipment and Services organization and Oil & Gas - Services for SASB reporting. Given the Company's diversification, this classification does not fully reflect the scope, scale, material science capabilities, and customer profile of the business.
Certain reporting elements and metrics related to Shawcor's classification do not directly apply to our scope of services, which do not include oil
and gas exploration or engagement in the provision, use/consumption, handling and/or disposal of hydraulic fracturing fluids or oil field chemicals.
Pipeline & Pipe Services

Composite Systems

Automotive & Industrial

Provider of pipeline
protection and inspection
solutions as well as facilities
and engineering services

Manufacturer of flexible and
environmentally-friendly
composite systems and
solutions

Supplier of specialty wire
and cable, heat shrink and
cold applied products and
application equipment

Infrastructure
Shawcor Segments

Pipeline Services & Products
Pipeline & Pipe
Services

Integrity Management
Management & Engineering Services
Composite Pipe

Composite
Systems

Composite Tanks
Oilfield Asset Management

Automotive &
Industrial

Heat Shrink & Cold Applied Products
Specialty Wire & Cable
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Water

Power
Generation

Transportation
Electrical &
Distribution

Automotive

Fuel

Energy
Transit

Upstream

Midstream

Core Portfolio and Ecosystem Impact
At Shawcor, we use best available technology and expertise for the benefit of our end customers and stakeholders. We continue to develop and
add new products and technologies to the portfolio for energy and infrastructure development that maximize performance, extend asset life and
are less carbon intensive than alternatives. We focus on areas where our business can have a higher impact.
Shawcor Product, Service & Solution Portfolio

Benefits of Use

Ecosystem Impact

Cathodic Protection
Management & Engineering Services

Inspection Services
Design & Engineering Services
Integrity Management Consulting
Enhanced Logistics Solutions
Subsea Flow Assurance Solutions

Pipeline Services & Products

Protective & Weight Coatings
Field Joint Systems
Pipe Preservation Products
Advanced Inspection (AUT/RTR/CR)

Integrity Management

Remote Inspection

• Accelerates the time to
production
• Maximizes return on investments
• Improves operational continuity,
effectiveness and integrity
• Reduces HSE risk and the
potential for failure-related
downtime

• Facilitates safe and reliable
transmission of resources to
meet global energy demand
• Supports the energy transition
to LNG/natural gas
• Improves the integrity of assets,
which reduces risk, potential for
fugitive emissions and preserves
asset integrity

• Extends the life of assets

• Reduces energy consumption
during operation

• Reduces complexity and timeline
for resource development

• Delivers corrosion-resistant
solutions with a lower
manufacturing carbon footprint

Conventional NDT
Composite Tanks & Accessories
HDPE/MDPE/PEX Pipe
Composite Pipes & Tanks

Spoolable Composite Pipe
Discrete Length Pipe
Contractor Services & Digital Platform
Drill Pipe/Tubular Management

Oilfield Asset Management

Composite Lined Tubing
Asset Management Services

Heat Shrink & Cold Applied Products

Heat & Cold Shrink Technology
Application Equipment
Control & Instrumentation Cable

Specialty Wire & Cable
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Power/Custom Wire and Cable

• Enables efficient installation
• Minimizes the risk of corrosion
and failure across the full
lifecycle
• Optimizes asset availability and
utilization

• Provides reliable connectivity
and performance
• Utilizes highly engineered
solutions to meet rigorous
specification standards

• Provides a multi-layer protective
barrier for the environment
• Offers compelling cost, durability
and environmental advantages
over steel
• Extends the life of assets and
infrastructure in demanding
environments
• Supports transition to
electrification, EV low emission
vehicles and nuclear power

Water Case Study: Shawcor Helps Rebuild Paradise, CA
When the town of Paradise, California needed to be rebuilt after devastating wildfires in 2018, Shawcor
was there with the right solution.

The 2018 Paradise fire was the deadliest and most destructive
wildfire in California history

Shawcor’s composite tanks were used to store and help treat
onsite wastewater during wildfire cleanup efforts
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In November 2018, Paradise was ravaged by
the deadliest and most destructive wildfire
in California history. Ignited by faulty power lines, the wildfire spread rapidly with the
help of warm temperatures, gusty winds and
dry vegetation until the foothill town of Paradise was engulfed in flames. By the time the
flames were extinguished, Paradise was lost.
In total, the fire destroyed 153,000 acres of
land—resulting in 85 civilian fatalities and
$16.5 B in total damage.
In the wake of devastation, the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) immediately moved in to begin cleanup efforts. Led
by 1,500 personnel and 390 trailers stationed
at the Tucson Ridge Base Camp, FEMA embarked on a mission to rebuild Paradise. As
part of these efforts, FEMA depended on
Shawcor’s composite tanks for wastewater
management. Subcontracted through NexGen Septic, Shawcor provided four 40,000
gallon, single-wall wastewater tanks offering 160,000 gallons of storage capacity.
Each tank connected with critical wastewa-

ter treatment systems on site at the Tucson
Ridge Base Camp.
Built to be reliable and highly efficient, our
composite tanks offered FEMA watertight
storage for their rebuilding efforts. Over the
past 40 years, we have protected the environment with storage solutions. Our proven
track record of more than 200,000 tanks
shipped gives customers peace of mind when
they need corrosion-resistant liquid storage.
Our corrosion-resistant tanks provide maximum environmental protection by providing
an environmental barrier that protects both
the stored liquid and the surrounding soil
from the harmful effects of corrosion.
Given the urgency of this project, FEMA and
NextGen Septic implemented aggressive
timelines for the cleanup efforts. Living up
to our proven track record of product performance and project excellence, Shawcor
delivered. Leveraging our Anaheim, California
manufacturing facility, we were able to produce and ship the composite tanks within a
three week period from order confirmation.

Health and Safety
Shawcor’s vision is an Incident and Injury-Free (IIF) workplace, with no harm to people and no damage
to the environment.
Shawcor is committed to protecting the
health and safety of all employees, contractors and the public at large and believes
health and safety is everyone’s priority and
responsibility. Our vision is an IIF (Injury and
Incident Free) workplace with no harm to
people or damage to the environment.

Shawcor’s Orkanger, Norway facility celebrates four years
without a recordable injury in October 2019

New IVMS has been installed in Shawcor's company vehicle
fleet to improve driving performance

0

Work-Related
Fatalities

6.0

Total Recordable
Case Frequency

1.8

Lost Time Case
Frequency
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11

Corp. HSE
System Audits

We believe there is a safe way to perform every
job and effective teamwork and communication are the key to preventing injury. Our riskbased approach and review of leading indicators and performance metrics ensures that all
potential hazards are identified and assessed,
and that appropriate controls are put into
place to prevent harm to all individuals working in Shawcor offices, laboratories, plants and
field operations.
In 2019, the Company implemented a coaching-based driving program for company vehicles using in-vehicle monitoring systems
(IVMS) to reduce potential driving risk and
improve overall performance.
Shawcor maintains a comprehensive HSE
management system in which HSE responsibility and accountability is established and incorporated into every level of the organization
which results in a focus on reducing risk and
preventing incidents.

We are committed to adhering to the laws
and regulations in the jurisdictions in which
we operate.
For the years ending December 31, 2019 and
December 31, 2018, the Company had recordable injuries per million person hours worked
of 6.0 and 6.2, respectively. Additionally, the
Company had a lost time case frequency rate
of 1.8 and 2.2, respectively.
During 2019, Shawcor Corporate HSE completed 11 HSE management system audits at
select manufacturing and service locations
across the Company to ensure conformance
to the HSE management system. In addition,
site and business unit personnel completed
HSE inspections, audits and other oversight
activities. Best practices and action plans to
correct deficiencies identified in audits and
inspections are recorded and managed in the
Company's global HSE information system.

Environmental Stewardship
Shawcor values the importance of protecting the environment and is committed to adhering to the
laws and regulations in the jurisdictions in which it operates.
Shawcor continues to promote environmental
stewardship and management. We are committed to meeting international standards
and regulations and making a positive contribution to the environment through program
management and data collection, managing
risk and promoting reductions in resource
use in our operations.
We have taken steps to decrease the Company’s global greenhouse gas emissions through
improved operating practices. Further, we
continue to focus on waste generation, which
we strive to reduce by improving internal processes, changing product formulations and
finding beneficial ways to re-use by-products.
Shawcor has been voluntarily providing environmental information to CDP (formerly
Carbon Disclosure Project) since 2008 as a
resource for our global customers and stakeholders.
The local Green Team at Shawcor’s manufacturing facility in
Huntsville, Ontario

97,015

Metric tonnes of
CO2 emitted

65.2
Emissions
Intensity
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553.9
Water
Intensity

$1.2M

Environmental
Remediation

We believe communicating our environmental management and performance data
such as annual carbon dioxide equivalent
emissions and intensity, baselines and targets, electricity use, water use, fuel consumption and our environmental oversight

information supports our communication,
benchmarking and continuous improvement
objectives.
For the years ending December 31, 2019 and
December 31, 2018, the Company's total GHG
emissions were reduced by 9%. and emissions
intensity was reduced by 14%.

Sustainable Technology
At Shawcor, we relentlessly pursue technologies that protect the environment, reflect our values and meet customer requirements. The environmental benefits of our solutions are illustrated below with selections from each of our business segments.
Enviromental Benefit
Shawcor Technology

Pipeline Rehabilitation Solutions
iLINE™ Weld Advisor
Simulated Service Vessel (SSV)
LotusFlo™ Internal Coating
Concrete Weight Coatings
High-Performance Powder Coating
Composite Linepipe
Composite Flare Knockout Tanks
Composite Lined Tubing
Composite Storage Tanks
iLINE™ Asset Manager
Electric Vehicle Wire Harness Protection
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Reduces
Emissions

Reduces
Resources

Reduces
On-Site
Requirement

Extends Asset
Life

Provides
Protective
Barrier

Sustainable Technology

PIPE REHABILITATION SOLUTIONS

iLINE™ WELD ADVISOR

SIMULATED SERVICE VESSEL (SSV)

Pull-through composite pipe liners and
specialized fittings extend asset life and protect
against corrosion

iLINE Weld Advisor eliminates the need to
have an inspection auditor physically onsite by
enabling remote auditing

SSV simulates deepwater service conditions for
insulated pipe, flexible pipe and custom-coated
subsea structures

LOTUSFLO™ INTERNAL COATING

CONCRETE WEIGHT COATINGS

HIGH-PERFORMANCE POWDER COATING

LotusFlo increases flow while reducing energy
input and the requirement for production
chemicals

Concrete weight coatings provide reliable
negative buoyancy as well as protection from
harsh environments and mechanical damage

High-Performance Powder Coating (HPPC)
protects pipelines in environments where
excellent physical protection, moisture and
corrosion resistance are required
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Sustainable Technology

COMPOSITE LINEPIPE

COMPOSITE FLARE KNOCKOUT TANKS

COMPOSITE LINED TUBING

Composite linepipe offers a corrosion resistant
platform that reduces environmental footprint
and enables efficient installation

Fiberglass FKO tanks are a corrosion-resistant
solution for separating gas from liquids in gasflaring applications.

Composite lined tubing protects downhole
tubulars against corrosion, erosion, scale, rod
wear, fatigue, pitting and embrittlement

COMPOSITE STORAGE TANKS

iLINE™ ASSET MANAGER

EV WIRE HARNESS PROTECTION

Multi-layer composite tanks offer a corrosion
resistant platform that provides maximum
environmental protection

iLINE Asset Manager provides both inventory
management and historical asset information in
one 24/7 accessible web-based location

Wire harness protection insulates and seals
electrical systems, which supports transition to
EV low emission vehicles
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People, Ethics and Compliance
Shawcor promotes the development of its people and workforce through high quality training and
skill development, continuous improvement programs and human resources and talent management
practices.
Employees are expected to adhere to our
Code of Conduct and Human Rights Statement, which ensures people’s rights are respected and protected as we conduct our
business activities and interactions.

Employees engage in Shawcor Management System (SMS)
training

Employees volunteer to sort food at the Daily Bread Food Bank
in Toronto, Ontario

11.8%
Female
Executives

19.4%

Female Executive
Talent Pool
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17.6%
International
Executives

We strengthen our organization and build capability through our Shawcor Management
System (SMS) Program, SMS Champions Certification and on-line Centre for SMS excellence. SMS combines the concepts of “Best
in Class” benchmarking, lean management,
leadership training and employee engagement for the purpose of operating efficiency,
cost reduction and process improvement in
our operations and business functions. Shawcor has been recognized for several years as
a leader in lean and continuous business improvement.
We believe that talent should be managed
for the best interests of the individual and
the Company through best practice HR Management. Shawcor’s programs and annual
cycle of activities ensure management and
employees are aligned to the Company’s and
business unit objectives, are provided feedback and coaching on performance and leadership demonstrated and talent is reviewed
for development and succession planning.

We value the diversity of people and thought,
developing leaders through effective training
platforms and programs and strengthening
collaboration across Shawcor and our value
supply chain to ensure a sustainable infrastructure.
Our Code of Conduct is a key component of
our commitment to operating with the highest standards of business ethics and earning
the trust of our stakeholders. It is a trusted
resource for helping our employees regularly
make safe and accurate business decisions.
Our Code of Conduct is reviewed and signed
by all employees when they commence employment and reconfirmed each year in writing.
At Shawcor, we respect the privacy of our
employees and ensure proper collection, use
and protection of personal data, maintaining
records in accordance with regulatory requirements. We ensure the preservation of
confidentiality of both our and our customers’ data and require the same of third parties
who process this data on our behalf.

Supply Chain, Quality and Continuous Improvement
Shawcor is committed to the highest standards of quality, integrity and ethics in our business activities
and relationships with customers and suppliers, as well as to fair and open business practices in
accordance with all applicable laws and regulations.

Daily Management Process (DMP) involves regularly scheduled,
two-way discussions between leaders and employees

Shawcor utilizes a competitive RFQ bidding
process based upon the principles of transparency, nondiscrimination and equal treatment of bidders. To ensure consistent delivery on expectations and commitments, we
actively monitor and manage supplier performance through prequalification, due diligence,
follow up, verification and auditing via the use
of relevant key performance indicators. Integrity and due diligence are integral to all supply
chain activities within and between Shawcor,
its business units and our suppliers.
We hold suppliers responsible for ensuring
that their subcontractors and/or third parties
that they employ in their work for Shawcor
will act in accordance with these standards
as well.

Shawcor’s “Best in Class” awards program benchmarks performance to drive year over year superior execution

72

Quality Certified
Locations
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Requirements for doing business with Shawcor are outlined in our Supply Chain and
Supplier Compliance guidelines which are
available to all suppliers and/or third parties
working on behalf of the Company on the
Shawcor website.
Shawcor maintains certain standards and
policies including regulatory, ISO, industry
and testing protocols to ensure its products
and service are delivered to meet specified
requirements. The majority of the Company’s
operations maintain ISO certifications and

standards. In 2019, 72 operating locations or
sites were certified by an external body to a
international quality management standard.
The Shawcor Management System (SMS) is
an industry-leading business improvement
model and strategy that leverages leadership,
culture and reliable processes to flawlessly
execute operational plans, optimize business
processes and set standards for reliability.
We demonstrate our commitment to quality
and continuous improvement by meeting and
exceeding our customer’s expectations – delivering superior quality and integrated solutions on time and on budget.

Research, Technology and Innovation
Shawcor’s continuing research and development of market-leading, proprietary technologies has
created a powerful competitive advantage.
Shawcor’s technology advantage is based on
industry-leading material science that draws
on deep partnerships with researchers, universities and customers, which has resulted
in strength in materials science and inspection technology.

Shawcor leverages industry-leading material science to fabricate composite pipe and tank solutions

Shawcor has a proud history of innovation
and inventiveness. For example, we were the
first to develop polypropylene sleeve technology to protect high temperature pipelines
and were pioneers in the development of advanced detection technology to ensure offshore pipeline weld inspection integrity.
Shawcor develops advanced technology solutions that help our customers deliver longterm operating performance of long-life energy and infrastructure assets for applications
in energy, water, industrial and automotive
markets.

RFID data-enabled end caps provide digital tracking and tracing capabilities for customers

$12.6M
Research &
Development

227
Patents
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111

Proprietary
Formulas

We promote technical leadership through
designated technical communities in which
subject matter experts share knowledge
and best practices with internal and external
stakeholders. Shawcor technical communities
provide a forum for cross-training, knowledge
and experience-sharing with a multi-functional approach to technology problems that
significantly expands our access to technical
expertise, innovative solutions and subject

matters Technical leaders are active on industry committees and associations where
they educate customers and stakeholders on
new research and developments through presenting technical papers and presentations.
Our intellectual capital is protected through
a patent filing and renewal program, which
ensures the Company inventions and innovations are documented, communicated and
protected. Please note that research and development expenditures do not include development spending related to plant and/or field
trials.

Business Model, Management Systems and Practices
Shawcor’s business model is based on the
principles of ensuring the Company maintains
close involvement with customers, develops
innovative technologies and products, pursues
low cost and efficient manufacturing and service delivery, continues global leadership in its
core offerings and continues to have financial
strength and strong long-term fundamentals
at its foundation.
Employees participate in lean manufacturing training at a
composite tank manufacturing facility in Edmonton, Alberta

Shawcor provides customers with a tour of its Toronto facility
as part of an open house event

The Company’s business model and organizational capabilities are supported by value-added corporate functions. These corporate functions support the enterprise and the growth of
business and operating leadership that are responsible for the primary operating and profit
and loss units of the Company.
Corporate functions are focused on the longterm horizon and building the standards, systems, tools and capabilities to deliver effective
service. Their mandate includes functional
management, program development/execution
and capacity-building. Operating executives
are focused on general management, sales and
business development, operations and product/
service quality, strategic and business planning and compliance with policies, standards
and practices.
Shawcor continues to build organization capability based on three business segments: Pipeline and Pipe Services, Composite Systems,
and Automotive and Industrial. While each operation has their own growth prospects within
their respective market, we link many of the
discrete products and services they deliver
into complete value-added solutions that address major industry and customer challenges.
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Management regularly review the Company’s
operational systems and processes and develops new ones as required. Key operational
programs utilized by Shawcor in the year ended December 31, 2019 include systems and
controls over project bidding, capital expenditures, enterprise risk, internal controls over
financial reporting, product development, HSE
management and human resource development. In addition, the Shawcor Management
System (SMS) program has been implemented
to increase operating efficiency and achieve
cost savings in each of the Company’s operating businesses.
Shawcor’s Enterprise Risk Management (ERM)
System provides our Board of Directors and
senior management with assurance that risks
in our businesses are continuously identified,
assessed, monitored and mitigated through
management actions. ERM supports our ability to consistently deliver world-class operational excellence and provide solutions to our
customers’ biggest challenges. Shawcor’s risk
management framework includes operational
risk management, business and strategic risk
management, risk oversight and governance
and our comprehensive audit program.
Together, our business model, management
systems, operating conditions, organizational
structures, processes, procedures, standards
and Code of Conduct form a system of internal control that governs how we operate and
manage risks in our business and value chain.

2019 Sustainability Metrics
Area/Metric

Description

Full Year 2019

Full Year 2018

Metric tonnes of CO2 emitted

97,015

107,000

Scope 1

Metric tonnes of CO2 emitted

51,114

64,987

Scope 2

Metric tonnes of CO2 emitted

45,991

42,361

65.2

76.2

140,346

127,222

9,633,033

11,471,485

825,090

702,693

Environmental Stewardship
GHG Emissions (Total)

Emissions Intensity

Metric tonnes Of CO2 emitted per C$1M in revenue

Electricity Use

Megawatt hours (Mwh) of electricity used

Natural Gas Use

Cubic meters (M3) of natural gas used

Process Water Purchased

Cubic meters (M3) of process water purchased

Water Intensity

Cubic meters (M3) of process water purchased per C$1M in revenue

553.9

498.8

Environmental Remediation Spend

Costs (CAD) associated with remediation of impacted sites

$1.2M

$0.43M

Notes:
• Reduced total GHG emissions, emissions intensity, and natural gas use on a year-over-year basis
• 2019 environmental metrics include the addition of ZCL Composites from the April 1, 2019 acquisition date
• Optimized the tracking of fresh water use across all Company operations
Health and Safety
Fatalities

Work-related employee or supervised contractor fatalities

0

0

HSE Management System Audits

Corporate-led audits completed to verify conformance to HSE system standards

11

11

Lost Time Incidents

Lost time incidents per million hours worked (per OSHA)

1.8

2.2

Lost Time Incident Severity

Lost work days per million person hours worked

38.3

42.6

Total Vehicle Incident Rate

Vehicle incidents per million miles driven

1.5

1.6

Notes:
• Not included in the corporate-led audit metric are site and business unit-led inspections, audits and other oversight activities
• Implemented a coaching based in-vehicle monitoring system (IVMS) in Company vehicles to reduce potential driving risk
• Updated high-risk metrics with ratios to measure and help prevent higher risk operational activities
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2019 Sustainability Metrics
Area/Metric

Description

Full Year 2019

Full Year 2018

People, Ethics and Compliance
Female Executives

Women working in defined executive officer roles

11.8%

6.3%

Female Executive Talent Pool

Women identified as potential talent for executive officer roles

19.4%

11.8%

International Executives

Executive officers born and/or educated outside of North America

17.6%

12.5%

$12.6M

$11.9M

227

182

111

86

Notes:
• Documented the Company's human rights and supplier compliance standards and approach to political lobbying and contributions
• Implemented IT applications to provide additional protection and security to the Company's information and data
Research, Technology and Innovation
Research & Development Spend

Costs (CAD) associated with corporate research and development

Patents

Active grants of protection for inventions

Proprietary Formulas

Formula and/or processes covered by trademark/patent

Notes:
• Partnered with Shell to develop LotusFlo, an ultra thin internal coating to reduce and possibly eliminate scale, asphaltenes and wax on pipe surfaces to improve flow and
reduce the requirement for chemical additives.
Business Model, Management Systems and Practices
ISO Quality Certification

Locations with third-party certification/registration

72

72

Notes:
• Introduced Shawcor iLINE, a data-based system integrated with specific product and service offerings with the aim of improving customer efficiency, optimizing workflows
and reducing capital intensity.
• Completed the purchase of ZCL Composites, a supplier of corrosion resistant, environmentally friendly liquid storage and treatment tanks for retail fuel, industrial/
municipal water and wastewater and oil and gas applications.
• Expanded the Company's Best in Class Shawcor Management System (SMS) operating and financial criteria to include an ESG category in 2020
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Reference Summary: SASB Reporting - Standards for Oil & Gas - Services
Disclosure Code

SASB Reporting Requirement

Shawcor's Disclosure

Emissions Reduction Services & Fuel Management
EM-SV-110a.1

Total fuel consumed (GJ), renewable fuel (%) and fuel use in equipment and vehicles (%)

CDP (see section 4: Targets and performance)

EM-SV-110a.2

Strategy or plans to address air emissions-related risks, opportunities, and impacts

CDP (see section 2: Risks and opportunities)

EM-SV-110a.3

Engines in service that meet tier 4 compliance for non-road diesel engine emissions (%)

Not a reported metric

Notes:
• Total GHG emissions, including Scope 1 & 2 and emissions intensity reported in SR - sustainability metrics (see page 19) and CDP (see section 4).
Water Management Services
EM-SV-140a.1

Total water volume of fresh water handled in operations (1,000 M3) and recycled water (%)

SR - Sustainability Metrics (see page 19)

EM-SV-140a.2

Strategy or plans to address water consumption and disposal-related risks, opportunities, and
impacts

Not a reported item

Notes:
• Process water purchased and water intensity reported in SR - sustainability metrics (see page 19).
• Shawcor environmental management system includes an objective to minimize fresh water consumption in Company operations.
Chemicals Management
EM-SV-150a.1

Total volume of hydraulic fracturing fluid used (1,000's M3) and hazardous fluids (%)

Does not apply to Company operations (not a reported
metric)

EM-SV-150a.2

Strategy or plans to address chemical-related risks, opportunities, and impacts

Does not apply to Company operations (not a reported
metric)

Notes:
• Company is not engaged in the provision, use/consumption, handling and/or disposal of hydraulic fracturing fluids or oil field chemicals
Ecological Impact Management
EM-SV-160a.1

Average disturbed acreage (ac) per oil and gas well site

Not a reported metric

EM-SV-160a.2

Strategy or plans to address risks and opportunities related to ecological impacts from core
activities

Not a reported item

Notes:
• Company is not engaged in oil and gas exploration
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Reference Summary: SASB Reporting - Standards for Oil & Gas - Services
Disclosure Code

SASB Reporting Requirement

Shawcor's Disclosure

Workforce Health & Safety

EM-SV-320a.1

Total recordable incident rate (TRIR), fatality rate, near miss frequency rate (NMFR), total vehicle
incident rate (TVIR) and average HSE training (hours) for employees, contractors and shortservice employees

TRIR - SR - Sustainability Metrics (see page 19)
Fatality rate - SR - Sustainability Metrics (see page 19)
NMFR - not a reported metric
TVIR - SR - Sustainability Metrics (see page 19)
Average training hours - not a reported metric

EM-SV-320a.2

Description of management system used to integrate a culture of culture safety throughout the
value chain and project lifecycle

SR - Health and Safety (see page 10)
SR - Supply Chain, Quality and Continuous Improvement
(see page 16)

Notes:
• LTIR (lost time injury rate) is reported by the Company as per OSHA standard.
• Total fatalities, driving performance and Division/site HSE audits reported in SR - sustainability metrics (see page 19).
Business Ethics & Payment Transparency
EM-SV-510a.1

Amount of net revenue in countries that have the 20 lowest rankings in Transparency
International's CPI

Not a reported metric

EM-SV-510a.2

Description of management system for prevention of corruption and bribery throughout the
value chain

Code of Conduct - Company website: About >
Sustainability
Supplier Compliance Statement - Company website:
About> Sustainability

Notes:
• Company reported 2019 revenue of 14% from locations outside of Canada, the United States and Western Europe reported in annual report (see page 30)
• System includes a Business Code of Conduct and specific Company policies and standards.
Management of Legal & Regulatory Environment
EM-SV-530a.1

Discussion of corporate positions related to government regulations and/or policy proposals
that address environmental and social factors affecting the industry

AR - HSE risks (see page 29), political and regulatory
risks (see page 30) climate change risks (see page 30)
information systems and cybersecurity risks (see page
30)

Notes:
• Company 2019 Annual Information Form (AIF) contains social and environmental policies (see page 27).
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Reference Summary: SASB Reporting - Standards for Oil & Gas - Services
Disclosure Code

SASB Reporting Requirement

Shawcor's Disclosure

Critical Incident Risk Management
EM-SV-540a.1

Description of management systems used to identify and mitigate catastrophic and tail-end
risks

SR - enterprise risk management (ERM) system (see
page 18)

Noles:
• Company AR contains description of ERM (see page 9).
• System includes operating procedures and training, crisis response, audits and information systems to manage and mitigate potential for high risk incidents.
Activity Metrics
EM-SV-000. A

Number (#) of active rig sites

Does not apply to Company operations (not a reported
metric)

EM-SV-000. B

Number of active well sites

Does not apply to Company operations (not a reported
metric)

EM-SV-000. C

Total drilling

Does not apply to Company operations (not a reported
metric)

EM-SV-000. D

Total hours worked by all employees

2019 hours worked approximately 14.3 million

Noes:
• Company is not engaged in oil and gas exploration or directly in the drilling of well sites.
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